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Abstract
We review the ontological and pedagogical origins of International Development graduate education in the context of increasing pressures to ‘professionalise’ graduate curricula. We apply Giroux’s concept of ‘vocationalisation’ to argue that professionalisation risks undermining the field’s intellectual foundations in an elusive quest to equip students with functional rather than intellectual skills. Acknowledging ever-growing competition among graduates for gainful employment in this sector, we argue that instructors of International Development should recommit to the field’s reflective tradition by creating spaces for transformative education and develop a repoliticised ethos that critically engages global capitalism.
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Introduction

‘The educational process has no end beyond itself; it is its own end’

(Dewey 1916: 59).

For over three decades, higher education has been undergoing an accelerating process of privatisation and corporatisation (see McGettigan 2013 for an example). This process is characterised by rising student enrolment and a focus on global recruitment, increasing educational costs for domestic students coupled with mounting demands for external fundraising, public-private partnerships and greater alignment of curricula with labour market demands. Hickel (2013) has pointed to ‘voluntourism’ as a related trend specifically in the context of graduate education on International Development (see also Lough 2013; Vrasti 2013; Baillie Smith and Laurie 2011). Extending Hickel’s critique of voluntourism, we explore the grey area between the ‘professionalisation’ of International Development curricula—i.e., efforts to align curricula with employers’ demands—as part of ongoing privatisation and corporatisation of higher education and the resulting risk that critical inquiry is sacrificed for the sake of maximising graduates’ employability. Reflection on this challenge has already begun in some social science disciplines (Lee, Foster and Snaith 2014). We believe that a debate on its dimensions in and implications for learning and teaching in International Development is overdue.

The field of International Development was founded and initially also dominated by scholars from multiple disciplines reflecting critically on the problems of large-scale development efforts and debating alternative approaches (Harriss 2002). More recently, a growing number of International Development instructors have had careers in aid agencies and international
non-governmental organisations (INGOs) prior to assuming academic appointments. At the same time, privatisation and corporatisation have incentivised core faculty to engage in collaborative research and policy-making with International Development agencies and INGOs. MA programmes in International Development have also been proliferating globally. While we can only speculate about the underlying drivers of the latter trend, several factors deserve consideration. First, cultural facets of globalisation have catalysed interest in and sensitivity to challenges commonly subsumed under the label of International Development. In addition, increasing media coverage and the rise of social media have made pressing concerns more visible, ranging from the local to the global. Problems caused by climate change, conflict and joblessness are among those that now feature regularly in television and online news and debates. This has also led to an increasing demand among high school graduates and college students to gain ‘real experience’ in order to claim an ‘authentic’ exposure to these issues (Hickel 2013), leading to higher demand for International Development Master’s programs. Global engagement by celebrities and philanthrocapitalists (Hall, Shah and Carr 2014; Chouliaraki 2013) have spurred further enthusiasm among prospective MA students to partake in an ostensibly global and realistic quest to ‘end poverty’ (Sachs 2005). Although it is widely held that potential future employers seek out and reward tokenistic experiences such as voluntourism, the evidence for this is surprisingly thin (Hickel 2013: 24).

There have been equally important changes on the supply side of International Development Master’s programmes. Universities are facing growing expectations to offer educational packages that ‘prepare students to compete in the world economy’ (Bryan 2011: 6) by allowing them to transition seamlessly into a highly competitive labour market. ‘Within the neoliberal era of deregulation and the triumph of the market, many students and their families
no longer believe that higher education is about higher learning but about gaining a better foothold in the job market. Colleges and universities are perceived ... as training grounds for corporate berths’ (Giroux n.d.). Put simply, students and parents want to see tangible returns on their educational investments. This has increased the pressure on both programme directors and faculty to ‘professionalise’ International Development curricula as well. Although some classic texts that formed the core of International Development as an emerging field of activist scholarship in the 1970s and early 1980s – for example Freire’s (1970) work on conscientisation and Chambers’ (1983) groundbreaking arguments on participatory practice – are still included in many if not virtually all International Development syllabi, curricula increasingly incorporate modules such as skills workshops focusing on career planning and technical training modules on software packages that are geared toward maximising graduates' employability rather than nurturing critical thinking. Although International Development scholars regularly purport to hold an anti-corporatist stance and some programs reflect this in the way they are taught, the pressure to professionalise is nonetheless real.

In this essay, we apply Giroux’s concept of the ‘vocationalisation’ (cf. Williams 1999: 749) of higher education to capture the risks emanating from a drive toward maximising graduates’ employability in a global and ever more privatised International Development industry that is perpetually reinventing demands to safeguard its financial viability (Frynas 2008; de Haan 2009; Metayer 2012). Following Giroux (n.d.), ‘the creeping vocationalization and subordination of learning to the dictates of the market has become an open and defining principle of education at all levels of learning’. (n.p.) We employ ‘vocationalisation’ analytically to take stock of the extent to which contemporary educational programmes on both sides of the Atlantic ‘fall in with’ international development institutions (Selby and
Kagawa 2011: 15) as growing segments of national and international labour markets by increasingly assuming the role of a supplier of readily trained human resources. At the same time, we utilise the concept as a heuristic device to develop alternative approaches to professionalisation of International Development Master’s programmes that acknowledge the responsibility of educators to prepare students for gainful employment while remaining true to the field’s epistemological and ontological roots.

[...]

**Countering the risks of vocationalisation**

Short of resigning in the face of the transformative effects of global capitalism on higher education, how can International Development Master’s programmes reclaim space for critical reflection across disciplinary boundaries rather than focus on marketable skills training? According to McCloskey (2011: 43) and in direct contradiction to the functionalist propositions discussed above, the skills required for such transhegemonic debates ‘need to be rooted in a commitment to social change’ (2011: 42) or, in Selby and Kagawa’s words, ‘resistance and transgression’ (2011: 20). It is precisely ‘intellectual inquiry that is unpopular and critical [which] should be safeguarded and treated as an important social asset’ (Giroux n.d.). As a result, ‘[i]t is not our job to simply train people ... in the most current thinking’ (Carr 2012) but to provide a safe space for exploring alternatives to dominant approaches in International Development. ‘The answer, then,’ according to Carr (2012), ‘is perhaps not a demand-driven degree, but instead an academic program that engages and cultivates relationships across the implementation world to remain responsive to need and demand’ (2012).
To begin this journey, we suggest that teachers of Master’s programmes on International Development should assess how they currently present these programmes to prospective students. We have noted, for instance, that the contents of online advertisements of programmes vary widely: while some give centre stage to skill formation and employability, others emphasize a commitment to fostering critical inquiry. Given that students, in our experience, scrutinize a range of programmes prior to applying, clearer communication of shared ontological convictions and resulting curricula strikes us as an important first step.

Second, rather than providing quick dips into presumed realities of ‘the poor’ in the tradition of voluntourism, long-term learning partnerships between students in the global North and their peers in developing countries should harness the rise of social media and resulting new modes of connecting classrooms with practice. Contemporary learning and teaching in International Development can thus utilise a greater variety of media in order to connect students with the world in a highly cost-effective manner. In addition to gaining new insights into practices of International Development, such exchanges are also likely to facilitate exchanges on theories emanating from the global South, which often challenge ontological paradigms framing curricula in the global North (Comaroff and Comaroff 2012; Acharya 2011; Acharya and Buzan 2010).

As we have argued above, if graduate education in International Development is transforming itself into a cog in the wheel of a global industry whose main incentive is its own prosperity and survival (de Haan 2009), this constitutes a rupture with the field’s conceptual foundation and betrays students’ hopes to become catalysts of change. Our observation is that the demand for Master’s degrees in International Development is robust; however, we are of course aware that our proposition to rebalance in-demand skill sets with critical reflection on
the field and its approaches carries a risk of decreasing enrolment. In addition, it could also result in a higher likelihood of graduates finding it difficult to secure jobs. We hope that an exchange with fellow instructors of related subjects will showcase concrete examples of bridging vocational and intellectual dimensions in teaching International Development, as well as in higher education more generally. We also hope such a discussion would question whether more reflective and critically minded graduates are automatically less employable. Despite these concerns, we maintain that International Development only stands a chance to change dominant structures and approaches if it succeeds in at least semi-autonomously defining and pursuing its objectives of critical education. The case for it therefore ‘cannot be made in the name of professionalism’ (Giroux, n.d.; see also Giroux 2002). Although professionalisation promises tangible improvements in connecting theory and practice, the latter must not define the boundaries of the former. There is no hope to move beyond the kinds of hand pump-type quick fixes to development challenges if the field allows outsiders to frame its pedagogical agenda. For those scholar-teachers who agree that ‘the ultimate aim of [scholarly] production is not production of goods, but the production of free human beings associated with one another on terms of equality’, (Chomsky 2002: 26), our principal responsibility as educators is to assist students in challenging what Giroux has termed ‘critical’ but nonetheless consciously apolitical stances of scholarship and ‘hegemonic’ stances that seek to collaborate with and benefit from industry leadership (Demetrion 2001: 66; compare with Joseph 2013; Joseph 2012; Giroux, 1994). This requires a rediscovery of more radical approaches that leverage digital technologies, facilitate knowledge creation between the global North and South, and recreate a faculty ethos that combines scholarship with a commitment to intellectually re-‘occupy’ the spaces of debate that have been allowed to determine what ‘useful’ higher education entails.
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